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Bestselling author Meyer adapts her million-copy bestseller about changing one's outlook into a

specially designed edition for middle-grade readers ages 8-12.
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We have read many children's versions of the Bible and some of them are over simplified and some

a bit to difficult for kids. However, this book breaks down several concepts that kids of this age need

in order to fight the spiritual battle and to take their faith to the next level. Although the book is

written to grab the attention of children from a large age group, it is very well written. The book is

based on scripture and applies concepts in such a way that kids are bale to understand them. I love

this book. So much so, thatmy children (ages 3-12) and I read it together just about every night. We

read sections and discuss how it applies to them and their situations. Quite often you can see the

light bulbs going off over their heads, as they are finally able to understand the bible scriptures that

we read together, as well. This book has helped my kids to see how important their thoughts really

are. The great thing is that they are enjoying the journey.I truly recommend this book for kids from

the ages of about 7 to 13.

My daughter was having some anxiety and fear in situations where there wasn't really anything to

be afraid of. By reading this book she was comforted by the scripture and text and has been able to



overcome her fears.

It's a very good book. I'm reading this to my children who are 7 and 8. I'm learning things myself. It

also reminds me thing I forgot, since I have to be an example for my kids. My husband read this

book when I first received it and he likes it very much. Recommeded as a tool to help your kids stay

on the right pad!

I bought the book for my daughter.Here is what she said about the book:I like the details and how it

a bible study for me. While I am 9 years old, I still needed help with dealing with some issues at

school. I liked the book because it told a story and it was easy for me to read.

Excellent book written on a childs level and presenting material in a way that children can

understand and apply. We use it in a small class setting and it is a must for those wishing to handle

the coming teen age years. YES, BUT THIS BOOK FOR YOUR CHILDREN.

I have Joyce Meyer's book for adults. Now I'm ready for the kids! She's a terrific Christian

writer/speaker/person. This book would make a great gift as well.

This book is one of the best gifts you can give a child! Entertaining AND vitally important, you will

want five more copies to pass around. Great for kids up to 13, then give them the Battlefield book

for teens. You will notice a positive improvement almost immediately.

My 6-year-old daughter and I read this together. She had no trouble understanding the concepts as

they are explained on a simple level and she could relate to the examples with little modification. I

consider preparing my daughter spiritually and mentally to be one of the basic responsibilities of

being her parent. This is a great tool to teach her to recognize common human errors in thinking, as

well as the schemes of the enemy, and to familiarize her with constructive and effective ways to

counteract and combat them. Love Joyce Meyer, loved the adult version of this book, and the kids'

version did not disappoint in any way!
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